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As demonstrated for the Institute of Physics

Designed for research into the eye-brain system, either on an
individual level, as part of an inter-active science context, or
integrated into an educational program.
Stereo enhancement factor: 3.2
(Normal vision can percieve stereoscopic information up to
100 metres. with this Hyperscope you can percieve up to 320
metres).
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Look Into Another World
The Hyperscope is a viewing device, that by increasing the
distance between your eyes, so that your eyes are as
far apart as those of an antelope, allows you to see a
much more exciting kind of space, more depth, more
curious, and with a sharper mental focus!

Parts List
2 x Main plates
2 x Rear, ‘eye plates’
2 x Smaller mirrors
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2 x Larger mirrors
2 x Small glass mirrors
4 x Double-sided sticky pads

Constructing the Hyperscope:

Step 1
Peel the protective film from the front
of each piece of mirror and the back of
each piece of the coloured acrylic.
This is best achieved by scratching your
nail along the edge of the material to
roughen up the coating and then
peeling back.
Putting some sticky tape onto the
coating with the tape hanging over the
edge can also be helpful at grabbing
and pulling off the coating.

Step 2
Insert the first ‘eye plate’ into the slot in the
bottom main plate ensuring the textured lines of
the main plate are facing down.
The large opening in the side of the ‘eye plate’
should be facing the middle of the Hyperscope.
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Step 3
Insert the second ‘eye plate’;
again ensuring the large opening
in the side of this plate is facing
the middle of the Hyperscope.

Step 4a
Handling the two glass
mirror squares carefully;
stick two self-adhesive
sticky pads to each of the
mirrors.
Peel off the cover from
each pad and then stick
the mirrors to each of the
small acrylic mirrors as
centrally as possible.
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Step 4b
longer edge
Insert the two smaller mirrors
(complete with glass mirrors),
making sure that the mirrored
surface is facing the ‘eye
plates’ and that the slightly
longer edge of these mirrors
is overhanging the front of
the Hyperscope.

shorter edge

Step 5
Insert the two larger mirrors, ensuring
that the mirrored surfaces are facing
forwards. Each large mirror should be
facing its nearest small mirror.
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Step 6
Take the remaining main plate
and align the slot with one of the
larger mirrors tabs at one end.
Make sure this main plate has the
textured lines facing upwards.
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Step 7
Working along the main plate; carefully align
each slot and tab and push down gently until
all tabs can fit with the correct slot.
Press down firmly until all joints are tight and
the tabs can not be pressed any further.
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Completed Hyperscope
Your completed Hyperscope should resemble
what is shown here...

Further info:
Please see the following pages for more information
and science to accompany your Hyperscope...
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Looking through the
Hyperscope
TRY THIS:
• Try catching a ball thrown to you. It will not be easy
• See that space is bigger and objects smaller a ‘Drink Me‘ effect
• Look at your own feet - they are more remote and
somehow ‘deeper’
• Notice that there is a change in your viewing level
• The faces of friends will seem different, noses will be
longer, a ‘Pinocchio’ effect
• Ask a friend to stretch their arm out towards you, see
that their hand becomes smaller not larger - why?
• Looking at a complicated object like a tree, you will see
that the complexity is clarified
• Do your own research and experiments and test your
new discoveries on your friends.

The Hyperscope is a scientific toy with gravitas
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For the Technically Minded
Stereoscopic depth perception depends upon the difference between the images received by the
two eyes. This difference, in turn, depends upon the relative positions of the eyes; the greater the
separation between the eyes, the greater the difference between the two images and therefore
the better the visual system is able to compute disparities in depth.
Visual sensitivity to spatial disparities varies in proportion to the distance between the eyes; if the
distance is doubled, you double the ability to detect and respond to spatial changes. 65mm is average for eye separation. The HYPERSCOPE increases this by a factor of 3. As a result, your ability to
detect changes in depth is enhanced by about that figure.

Hyperscope eye separation
190mm

Left eye

Right eye
Normal eye separation
65mm
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• Example 1. Imagine viewing an object 10 metres away and another 10cm closer. With normal
eye separation this will cause a disparity between the two eyes images of the objects of about
13.5 seconds of arc. Using the HYPERSCOPE this increases to over 45 seconds of arc.
• Example 2. As an alternative, assume the visual system can just detect a difference in depth
when the images of the two objects have a disparity of 30 seconds of arc - which may be a high
estimate. If one object were 10 metres away, under normal viewing conditions, the other would
have to be 22cm closer or further away for its position to be accurately perceived.
Since the HYPERSCOPE improves the stereo detection rate by about 3 times, the depth of the
second object would still be detected even it if were only 6.5cms away from the first compared
with the 22cm required by normal vision.

Size Constancy and The Lilliputian Effect
The apparent size of an object is profoundly related to the distance at which the object is perceived
to be. When the distance of an object from an observer changes it will tend to appear about the
same size. One of the best-known examples of this is the “moon illusion”. Although the actual
size of the moon’s image on the retina is identical when the moon is at zenith and on the horizon,
it is perceived as larger when on the horizon. This is because the horizon makes it seem further
away from the observer and therefore larger.
After the previous demonstration, instead of holding your hand against your face, extend your
arm full length towards the observer. Not only will it now appear to be several feet long, but your
hand, instead of being larger, will appear diminished in size.
This is an effect of ‘mis-applied constancy scaling ‘ which can be described like this: in normal
vision, as the distance between the observer and the target decreases so the size of the retinal
image increases.
Through a Hyperscope, however, because of the compensation for enhanced depth, even though
the image gets bigger because of its approach, its depth decreases more rapidly. Size seems to be
connected to the retinal image, but is actually related to the distorted depth change, and not the
real depth change. Using the increased depth to discount too much depth, modifies the ‘seeing
correction factor’ which the brain is generating to discount size changes - so you see the
correction factor.
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The HYPERSCOPE can also help to clarify complicated two-dimensional
images such as PDI’s Perceived Depth Images, or stereograms, the richly
textured images which spring into 3D when viewed correctly, and which
have become so popular.
The ability to see them still eludes some people, but the HYPERSCOPE can
be used to help you see them as you are meant to. Place the image to be
viewed on a suitable surface, a table or even better a wall, and looking
through the HYPERSCOPE, move towards it until double vision occurs.
Move backwards and forwards until the images fuse, and the image will
“click” into sharp relief.
Falling naturally into the category of behavioural science, the HYPERSCOPE
has applications in many areas as a teaching aid, such as Art, Mathematics,
Psychology, Physics and Sport.
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